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Basic AutoLISP Commands
The following is a list of basic AutoLISP commands with a brief defi nition 

of each command. Basic AutoLISP functions are covered in Chapter 27 and 
Chapter 28 on the companion website. Detailed defi nitions of these and all 
other AutoLISP commands are found in the online documentation. The func-
tion names are shown with their required and optional arguments. Required 
arguments are shown in [square brackets] and bold. Optional arguments are 
shown in [square brackets], bold, and italics.

Command Description
(+ [number] [number]… ) Adds all arguments. Arguments must be either integers 

or reals.

(– [number] [number]… ) Subtracts the second and any following arguments 
from the fi rst argument and returns the difference. All 
arguments must be integers or reals.

(* [number] [number]… ) Multiplies all arguments. Arguments must be either 
integers or reals.

(/ [number] [number]… ) Divides the fi rst argument by the product of the 
remaining arguments and returns the quotient. 
Arguments must be either integers or reals.

(= [number] [number]… ) Returns T if all arguments are equal. Returns nil otherwise.

(angle [ptlst] [ptlst]) Returns the angle from the X axis of the current UCS to a 
line defi ned by the two point list arguments, as measured 
counterclockwise. The angle value is returned in radians.

(arxload [fi lename] [onfailure]) Loads an ObjectARX (AutoCAD Runtime Extension) 
application fi le. The fi le name must be expressed as 
a string (in quotation marks). An optional expression 
argument can be supplied. It will be executed if the 
ObjectARX fi le does not load due to an error.

(arxunload [fi lename] [onfailure]) Unloads an ObjectARX (AutoCAD Runtime Extension) 
application fi le. The fi le name must be expressed as 
a string (in quotation marks). An optional expression 
argument can be supplied. It will be executed if the 
ObjectARX fi le does not unload due to an error.

(caddr [list]) Returns the third atom from the list argument.

(cadr [list]) Returns the second atom from the list argument.
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Command Description
(car [list]) Returns the fi rst atom from a list argument.

(cdr [list]) Returns a list comprised of the second and remaining 
atoms of a list. If the list argument contains less than two 
elements, nil is returned.

(defun [function_name] [list] [expression] 
[expression]…)

Creates a user-defi ned function. The function is named 
using the fi rst argument. The second argument is a list 
of localized variables. The expression arguments are the 
lines of code that will be executed when the user-defi ned 
function is called within a program.

(distance [ptlist] [ptlist]) Returns the distance between the two point list 
arguments. The distance is measured in 3D space.

(getangle [ptlist] [prompt]) Waits for a user-input angle and returns the angle in 
radians. The user can input the angle at the keyboard 
or use the pointing device to pick points on screen. If 
the optional point list argument is supplied, a drag line 
appears from the point argument to the crosshairs and the 
user need only pick the second point. The optional prompt 
must be a string and appears on the command line when 
the program pauses while awaiting the user input.

(getcorner [ptlst] [prompt]) Waits for the user to select the opposite corner of a 
rectangle, and returns the coordinates as a list. The point 
list argument is required and used as the fi rst corner 
of the displayed rectangle. The optional prompt must 
be a string and appears on the command line when the 
program pauses while awaiting the user input.

(getdist [ptlst] [prompt]) Waits for the user to input a distance. The distance can be 
entered at the keyboard or using the pointing device to pick 
points on screen. If the point list argument is supplied, a 
drag line appears from the point argument to the crosshairs 
and the user need only pick the second point. The optional 
prompt must be a string and appears on the command line 
when the program pauses while awaiting the user input.

(getorient [ptlst] [prompt]) Waits for a user-input angle and returns the angle in 
radians. This is identical to the (getangle) function, except 
the ANGBASE and ANGDIR system variables do not affect 
it. The user can input the angle at the keyboard or use the 
pointing device to pick points on screen. If the optional 
point list argument is supplied, a drag line appears from 
the point argument to the crosshairs and the user need 
only pick the second point. The optional prompt must 
be a string and appears on the command line when the 
program pauses while awaiting the user input.
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Command Description
(getpoint [ptlst] [prompt]) Waits for a user-input point and returns the coordinates 

of the point as a list. If the optional point list argument is 
supplied, a drag line appears from the point argument to 
the crosshairs. The optional prompt must be a string and 
appears on the command line when the program pauses 
while the user is selecting the point(s).

(getreal [prompt]) Waits for a user-input number and returns the number 
as a real. The optional prompt must be a string and 
appears on the command line when the program pauses 
while awaiting the user input.

(getstring [condition] [prompt]) Waits for a user-input string from the keyboard and 
returns the input as a string. If supplied, the optional 
condition argument is tested and if the returned value is 
other than nil, the space bar is not recognized the same 
as the [Enter] key, thereby allowing spaces to be included 
in the input string. The optional prompt must be a string 
and appears on the command line when the program 
pauses while awaiting the user input.

(getvar [variable_name]) Returns the value assigned to a specifi ed AutoCAD 
system variable. The variable name must be expressed 
as a string.

(graphscr) If the text screen is currently displayed, switches to the 
AutoCAD graphics screen. This is the same as pressing 
[F2] to close the text window. If the graphics screen is 
already displayed, it remains the current screen.

(load_dialog [fi le_name]) Loads a Dialog Control Language (DCL) fi le. The fi le 
name must be expressed as a string. A positive integer is 
returned if the fi le loads successfully. A negative value is 
returned if the load is not successful.

(new_dialog [dialog_name] [dcl_id]) Opens a specifi ed dialog box. The dialog box name must 
be expressed as a string. The integer obtained while 
loading the DCL fi le via the (load_dialog) function must 
be supplied.

(polar [ptlst] [radian_angle] [distance]) Returns a list comprised of the coordinates of a point 
that is a specifi ed angle and distance from a specifi ed 
base point. The base point, angle, and distance are 
required and must be supplied in this order. The angle 
argument must be expressed in radians.

(princ [expression [fi le_desc]]) If the optional expression is supplied, it is printed 
on the command line. This function can also be used 
to write a specifi ed expression to a fi le that has been 
opened for writing. If no argument is supplied, null
(a blank line) is returned.
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Command Description
(prompt [string]) Displays a specifi ed string on the command line.

(start_dialog) Displays and readies for input a specifi ed dialog box that has 
been previously initialized by the (new_dialog) function.

(strlen [string]) Returns an integer that is the number of characters in the 
string argument.

(textscr) If the graphics screen is currently displayed, switches to 
the AutoCAD text screen. This is the same as pressing 
[F2] to display the text window. If the text screen is 
already displayed, it remains the current screen.

(unload_dialog [dcl_id]) Unloads the Dialog Control Language (DCL) fi le that was 
loaded via the (load_dialog) function and is associated 
with the integer specifi ed as the dcl_id argument.




